
 

Asus dual intelligent processors 5 download The dual intelligent processors 5 has been designed for the high speed operation, processing power and reliability. The data path is optimized with 8 Copper wired cores which are clocked up to 5GHz. With its Intel processor it makes the job easy with the powerful instructions handling capabilities that help you work without any lag time. It shares heat
generated by each other intelligently which allows you to enjoy an uninterrupted processing experience. The motherboard features a single cool and quiet fan header. All the cooling options have been optimized to provide an ultra-quiet operation. It also supports Nvidia SLI technology for a powerful graphics performance. The Asus dual intelligent processors support up to 4-way AMD CrossFireX
technology. They also feature a DuraLabel button which shows the temperature of various components when they are in operation. It has 2 x PCI Express 3.0 x16 slots, which can run at PCI-E 2.0 / x8 speed for 4th Generation Intel Core processors and 3rd generation Intel Core i7 or later, or at PCI-E 2.0 / x4 speed for 3rd Generation Intel Core i5 processors and better, using NVIDIA GPUs by using
an NVIDIA Control Panel utility installed on each graphics card connected to the motherboard. These slots conform to the PCIe 2. 0 standard. It also has 2 x PCI Express 3.0 x1 slots, supports AMD Quad CrossFireX technology, 4-Way/3-Way/2-Way AMD CrossFireX technology and NVIDIA Quad SLI technology, supports AMD Quad CrossFireX and NVIDIA Quad SLI technology 2 x SATA
Express ports that are compatible with 4th Generation Intel Core processors and support RAID 0, RAID 1,RAID5,RAID10 configurations for HDD storage devices. They are connected to the Z87 PCH through one controller using PCI Express 3.0 architecture. It also has a total of 8 USB 3.0 ports (6 rear, 1 via header) that support USB 2.0 and 3.0 standard or later. Other stands for this motherboard
are; Four audio jacks (Front: Line-in, Mic-in, Line-out; Rear: S/PDIF out, Optical SPDIF out; Center: coaxial SPDIF out) The Asus dual intelligent processors come with a keyboard and mouse cable.
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